
Dance 2021 Winter/Spring Session: Feb. 15 - June 13, 2021
To register visit YocumInstitute.org

TODDLER TUNES (AGES 3-4)
Kristina Dennis
Introductory level combination class of tap and ballet to child friendly 
tunes and our favorite childhood soundtracks. This is a great beginner 
level class for music. movement, and skill development.
Shoes & cost: Suntan colored Taps ($20) and Pink Ballet shoes ($20) 
(no slippers please)
Apparel for class: Any color leotard with pink tights. Skirts and or 
tutus are optional.  For your convenience all shoes and apparel can 
be sized, ordered and delivered  through us within a week.
  
1B: Wednesday, 5:00-5:30 pm
1C: Wednesday, 5:30-6:00 pm
1D: Wednesday, 6:00-6:30 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

PRESCHOOL SAMPLER (AGES 5-6)
Introductory level combination class of tap and ballet infused with 
some jazz elements to child friendly tunes and our favorite childhood 
soundtracks. Beginner Tumble skills are introduced and practiced.  
Ballet and Tap choreography will be rotated weekly.
Shoes & cost: Taps ($20) and Ballet ($20)
Apparel for class: Any color leotard with pink tights and a skirt.

A: Monday, 6:30-7:30 pm | Kayla Hostetter
B: Wednesday, 6:30-7:30 pm | Kristina Dennis
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly    

TUMBLE TIME (AGES 3-6)
Kayla Hostetter
This class is an introduction to beginner tumble basics. Tumble time 
is meant to teach children the importance of flexibility, balance 
and body control in a fun and safe environment. We work on kicks, 
forward rolls, back bends, and introduce cartwheels. NO RECITAL 
PERFORMANCE. *Must be potty trained.

Tuesday, 6:15-6:45
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

TUMBLE 1 (AGES 6-10)
Kayla Hostetter
This is an intro class for beginner tumble skills for ages 6+ with a 
cartwheel. Tumble 1 works on building the fundamental skills needed 
to tumble. We work on flexibility and balance, pike and straddle rolls, 
backward rolls, cartwheels, roundoffs, and handstands. 

Tumble 1A: Tuesday, 4:15-4:45 pm
Tumble 1B: Tuesday, 7:30-8:00 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

TUMBLE 2 (AGES 8-12)  
Kayla Hostetter
This class helps to advance tumbling skills through progressions. We 
will work on flexibility, handstands, front limbers, back walkovers, 
and introduce back handsprings. 
Pre Req. Skills: Must have back bends, handstand, consistent 
cartwheels and a round-off.

Tuesday, 6:45-7:30 pm   
$190 ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

TUMBLE 3/4 (AGES 10+)
Kayla Hostetter
This class works on perfecting current tumbling skills and front 
walkovers with an emphasis on standing back handsprings, back 
handspring layouts, valdez, ariels and other dance related acro skills 
and combinations. 
Pre req. skills: Handstand limber, back walkover, consistent 
cartwheel/round off.

Tuesday, 8:00-8:30 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

HIPPITY HOP (AGES 5-6)
Kayla Hostetter
Introductory and age appropriate hip-hop class.
Shoes & cost: Black Jazz Shoes ($35)
Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with black jazz 
shoes.

Section A: Monday, 6:00-6:30 pm | Kayla Hostetter
Section B: Wednesday, 6:15-6:45 pm | Hannah Nicholson
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

HIP HOP (AGES 7-8)
Erica Hassler  
Age appropriate Hip Hop choreography
Pre-Requisite: Hippity Hop preferred but not necessary
Shoes & Cost: Instructor preference Hip Hop Sneaks or Boots for 
costume ($40) (athletic footwear for weekly class)
Apparel for class: Anything comfortable

Section A: Thursday, 4:30-5:00 pm
Section B: Thursday, 5:00-5:30 pm
$145  ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly
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HIP HOP (AGES 9-10)
Erica Hassler
Age appropriate Hip Hop choreography. Pre-Requisite: Hip Hop (Ages 
7-8) preferred but not necessary. Shoes & Cost: Instructor preference 
Hip Hop Sneaks or Boots for costume ($40) (athletic footwear for 
weekly class). Apparel for class: Anything comfortable including 
regular sneakers until recital.

Section A: Thursday, 7:15-7:45 pm
Section B: Thursday, 7:45-8:15 pm
Tuition $145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

HIP HOP (AGES 11-12)
Bria Walton
Age appropriate Hip Hop choreography. Pre-Requisite: Hip Hop 
(Ages 9/10) preferred but not necessary. Shoes & Cost: Instructor 
recommended Hip Hop Sneaks or Boots for costume ($40) (athletic 
footwear for weekly class). Apparel for class: Anything comfortable.

Monday, 5:00-5:45 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

TEEN HIP HOP  (AGES 13+)
Bria Walton 
Age appropriate Hip Hop choreography. Pre-Requisite: Hip Hop 11/12 
preferred but not required. Shoes & Cost: Instructor recommended Hip 
Hop Sneakers or Boots ($40) (athletic footwear for weekly class)
Apparel for class: Comfortable clothing.

Section A: Monday, 4:15-5:00 pm
Section B: Monday, 6:30-7:15 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

BALLET 1 (AGES 6-10)
Ann Burkot
An introduction to the art of Ballet focusing on choreography, 
technique and terminology. Pre-Requisite: Combo class Ballet and 
or age 7 with instructor approval. Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes 
($30). Apparel for class: Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15) & black leotard ($16-
30).

Tuesday, 5:00-5:45 pm   
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

BALLET 2 (AGES 8-12)
Ann Burkot
Continued practice of beginner/intermediate ballet focusing on 
technique, terminology, and barre work. *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT
Pre-Requisite: Ballet 1 OR Instructor placement. Shoes & Cost: Stretch 
Ballet shoes ($30). Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights 
($8 or 2/$15), hair pulled back into a secure bun.

Tuesday, 5:45-6:30 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

BALLET 3 (AGES 10-14)
Holly James
Continued practice of beginner/intermediate ballet focusing on 
technique, terminology, and barre work. It is common to stay in 
each Ballet level at least 2 years before mastering specific position 
placement and skills.  *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT. Pre-Requisite: Ballet 
2 OR Instructor placement. Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30)
Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15), hair 
pulled back into a secure bun.

Wednesday, 6:30-7:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | Monthly $56.25

BALLET 3/4 TECHNIQUE (AGES 10-14)
Ann Burkot
Focus on the core and physical strength necessary to complete 
appropriate ballet technique. *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT
Pre-Requisite: Must be currently enrolled in Ballet 3 or 4. It is strongly 
recommended that this course be taken in conjunction with Ballet 3 
and recommended that this class can also be taken for any Ballet 4 
students for added practice. Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30)
Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15), hair 
pulled back into a secure bun.

Tuesday, 6:45-7:30 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

BALLET 4 (AGES 12+)
Holly James
Continued practice of intermediate ballet focusing on technique, 
terminology, and barre work. It is common to stay in each Ballet 
level at least 2 years before mastering specific position placement 
and skills.  *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT. Pre-Requisite: Ballet 3 AND 
Instructor placement. Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30)
Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15), hair 
pulled back into a secure bun.

Wednesday, 7:30-8:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | Monthly $56.25

BALLET 5 (AGES 13+)
Holly James
Focus on the core and physical strength necessary to complete 
appropriate ballet technique. It is common to stay in each Ballet level 
at least 2 years before mastering specific position placement and 
skills. *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT
Pre-Requisite: Ballet 4 and Instructor Approval.  Ballet 5 Technique/
Prepointe is Required. Must be currently enrolled in Ballet 5 and/or 
Pre-Pointe.  Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30-$40)
Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15), hair 
pulled back into a secure bun.  Dress Code to be strictly enforced.

Wednesday, 5:00-6:30 pm
$265 Semester ($255 Members) | $ 66.25 monthly
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BALLET 5 TECHNIQUE (AGES 13+)
Ann Burkot
Advanced Ballet technique, choreography, terminology & strength 
training for core ankles, knees and hips. Additional introduction to 
Modern Dance. Pre-Pointe included in the class. Pre-Requisites: Ballet 
4 and Instructor approval. Must be taken in conjunction w/ Ballet 5. 
Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30-$40)  **When instructor 
verified we will recommend the specific style and fit of Pointe shoes 
and necessary accessories. Pre Pointe should be taken in soft shoes 
until instructed. Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 
or 2/$15), hair pulled back into a secure bun.  Dress Code to be strictly 
enforced.

Tuesday, 7:30-8:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly

PRE-POINTE (AGES 13+)
Holly James
Advanced Ballet technique, choreography, terminology & strength 
training for core ankles, knees and hips. Additional introduction to  
re-Pointe and beginner Pointe work (12+) *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT
Pre-Requisite: Ballet 5 or Adult Ballet and Instructor approval
Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30-$40)  **When instructor 
verified we will recommend the specific style and fit of Pointe shoes 
and necessary accessories. Pre Pointe should be taken in soft shoes 
until instructed. Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-30) Pink tights ($8 
or 2/$15), hair pulled back into a secure bun.  Dress Code to be strictly 
enforced.

Wednesday, 6:00-6:30 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

TEEN BALLET (AGES 13+)
Holly James
Introductory practice of beginner/intermediate ballet focusing on 
technique, terminology, and barre work. It is common to stay in 
each Ballet level at least 2 years before mastering specific position 
placement and skills. This class is perfect for “Late starters” or teens 
who had not returned to ballet class for a few years.  Beginners teens 
will find a place to learn that is age appropriate and comfortable.  
*AGE OR SKILL BASED PLACEMENT. Pre-Requisite: Age 13+. Shoes & 
Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30). Apparel for class: Black leotard ($16-
30) Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15), hair pulled back into a secure bun.

Tuesday, 5:30-6:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 monthly 

ADULT BALLET (AGES 16+)
Holly James
For anyone who has ever wanted to experience ballet, late beginners, 
childhood dancers, come and enjoy the relaxing exercise of ballet 
class and learn ballet technique.

Tuesday, 7:15-8:15 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 monthly

LYRICAL 1 (AGES 6-10)
Emily Antonio
Introduction to the lyrical style of dance.
Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with Ballet 1 for Ages: 6+
Shoes & cost: Suntan Jazz Boots ($35). Apparel for class: black 
leotard, tights, skirts or dance shorts with jazz shoes.

Tuesday, 5:45-6:30 pm
$190 ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

LYRICAL 2 (AGES 8-12)
Emily Antonio
Continued practice of beginner/intermediate Lyrical Dance. 
Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with Ballet 2 and/or 
instructor approval. Shoes & Cost: Suntan Jazz shoes ($35)
Apparel for class: Black leotard, tights, skirts or dance shorts with jazz 
boots.

Tuesday, 6:30-7:15 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

LYRICAL 3 (AGES 10+)
Hannah Nicholson
An intermediate level of lyrical challenging students to master the 
technical and emotional aspects of contemporary and lyrical dance. 
Pre-Requisite: Ballet 2, Must be taken in conjunction with Ballet 3 
and/or instructor placement. Shoes & Cost: Instructor Preference TBD 
between Suntan Jazz Boots ($35) or leather half soles ($25). Apparel 
for class: Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15) & black leotard ($16-30)

Wednesday, 7:30-8:15 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

LYRICAL 4 & 5 (AGES 10+)
Kayla Hostetter
An advanced level of lyrical challenging students to master the 
technical and emotional aspects of contemporary and lyrical dance 
for Ballet 4 and Ballet 5 students. Pre-Requisite: Ballet 4, Must 
be taken in conjunction with Ballet 4 or Ballet 5 and/or instructor 
placement from Teen Ballet. Shoes & Cost: Instructor preference TBD 
between Suntan Jazz Boots ($35) or leather half soles ($25).
Apparel for class: Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15) & black leotard ($16-$30)

Wednesday, 6:30-7:15 pm
$190 ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly
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BEGINNER TAP (AGES 6+)
Kelly McDonough 
Introduction of Tap rhythms while learning basic fundamentals.
Pre-Requisite: Pre-School Combo class preferred but not necessary.
It is common to stay in the same tap level for multiple consecutive 
years as the class will be challenged as a group overall.  The level 
itself will change each year of experience while the class title may 
not.  The instructor will communicate to the student individually if he 
or she is ready for the next level. Shoes & Cost: Black Tie Tap ($35)
Apparel for class: Leotard or tank with jazz shorts or pants with proper 
black tap shoes

Monday, 6:15-6:45
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

BEGINNER INTERMEDIATE TAP (AGES 8+)
Kelly McDonough 
Introduction of Tap rhythms while learning basic fundamentals.
Pre-Requisite: Pre-School Combo or a year of beginner Tap. It is common 
to stay in the same tap level for multiple consecutive years as the class 
will be challenged as a group overall.  The level itself will change each 
year of experience while the class title may not. The instructor will 
communicate to the student individually if he or she is ready for the next 
level. Shoes & Cost: Black Tie Tap ($35). Apparel for class: Leotard or 
tank with jazz shorts or pants with proper black tap shoes

Monday, 6:45-7:15 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

INTERMEDIATE TAP (AGES 8-10)
Kelly McDonough  
Continued progressions of Tap rhythms while balancing the basic 
fundamentals. *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT.  It is common to stay in 
the same tap level for multiple consecutive years as the class will 
be challenged as a group overall.  The level itself will change each 
year of experience while the class title may not.  The instructor will 
communicate to the student individually if he or she is ready for the 
next level. Pre-Requisite: Beginner Tap and or instructor placement
Shoes/cost: Black Tie Tap Shoe ($30). Apparel for class: Leotard or 
tank with jazz shorts or pants with tap shoes

Monday, 7:15-8:00 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

ADVANCED TAP (AGES 10+)
Kelly McDonough 
Intermediate to advanced progressions of Tap rhythms while 
mastering the basic fundamentals. *SKILL BASED PLACEMENT.  It is 
common to stay in the same tap level for multiple consecutive years 
as the class will be challenged as a group overall. The level itself will 
change each year of experience while the class title may not.  The 
instructor will communicate to the student individually if he or she is 
ready for the next level. Pre-Requisite: Beginner Intermediate Tap and 
or instructor placement. Shoes & Cost: Black Tie Tap Shoe ($35)
Apparel for class: Leotard or tank with jazz shorts or pants with tap 
shoes

Monday, 5:00-5:45 pm
Tuition $190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

JAZZ (AGES 5-6)
Kayla Hostetter
Age appropriate jazz technique and choreography.
Pre-Requisite: Currently enrolled in a ballet class is highly 
recommended but not required. Shoes & Cost: Tan Jazz Shoe ($35)
Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with jazz shoe

Monday, 5:30-6:00 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

JAZZ (AGES 7-8)
Ashley Proietto
Age appropriate jazz technique and choreography.
Pre-Requisite: Currently enrolled in a ballet class is highly 
recommended but not required. Shoes & Cost: Tan Jazz Shoe ($35)
Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with jazz shoe

Thursday, 5:30-6:00 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

JAZZ (AGES 9-10)
Ashley Proietto
Age appropriate jazz technique and choreography.
Pre-Requisite: Currently enrolled in a ballet class is highly 
recommended but not required. Shoes & Cost: Tan Jazz Shoe ($35)
Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with jazz shoe

Thursday, 6:30-7:15 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

JAZZ (AGES 11-12)
Ashley Proietto  
Age appropriate jazz technique and choreography.
Pre-Requisite: Currently enrolled in a ballet class is highly 
recommended but not required. Shoes & Cost: Sun Tan Jazz Shoe 
($35). Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with jazz 
boots

Thursday, 7:15-8:00 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

TEEN JAZZ (AGES 13+)
Bria Walton 
Age appropriate jazz technique and choreography.
Pre-Requisite: Currently enrolled in a ballet class is highly 
recommended but not required. Shoes & Cost: Sun Tan Jazz Shoe 
($35). Apparel for class: Dance shorts, pants, or leggings with jazz 
shoe

Monday, 5:45-6:30 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly
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STRENGTH AND CONDITIONING (AGES 10+)
Kelly McDonough
Strength and Conditioning is a non-performance class for the dancer.  
It is designed specifically to increase strength and fitness levels 
of all dancer participants.  It will encompass exercise for multiple 
components of fitness with a focus on core strength. Pre-Requisite: 
None. Students will be able to work and progress at an individual 
level. Shoes & Cost: Any athletic sneakers and Half Soles $25, Any 
comfortable dance or athletic apparel.

Monday, 5:45-6:15 pm
$145 Semester ($135 Members) | $36.25 (Monthly)

FLEXIBILITY AND CORE CONDITIONING (AGES 8+)
Emily Antonio
Flexibility and conditioning is a skills based non performance class. 
This class is a great addition for the serious dancer to continue to 
increase flexibility and have the opportunity to body condition for 
dance stamina in addition to leaps and turn practice.  Prerequisite: 
intermediate to advanced level dancer. Apparel: comfortable fitness/ 
dance attire.  Shoes: half soles or jazz shoes.

Tuesday, 5:15-5:45 pm 
$145 ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

LEAPS AND TURNS
Hannah Nicholson
Leaps and turns is a skills based non performance class. This class 
is a great addition for the serious dancer to continue to work on 
technique and additional leaps and turns practice. Prerequisite: 
intermediate to advanced level dancer. Apparel:  comfortable fitness/ 
dance attire.  Shoes: half soles or jazz shoes.
                   
Wednesday, 5:00-5:30 pm  
$145 ($135 Members) | $36.25

 DANCE WITHOUT LIMITS (AGES 13+)
Debbi Silas
This group performance class is designed for teens through young 
adults ( 13+) with special needs.  The students should be independent 
movers, who are able to follow directions and communicate with 
their teacher and peers.  The class teaches balance, strength and 
movement in a warm, friendly, interactive environment.

Friday, 4:30-5:30 pm
$112 ($102 Members) l $28 Monthly

DANCE FX COMPETITION TEAMS 
For current competition members only. Auditions take 
place in August for teams for the full year.
*REGISTRATION FOR COMPETITION FAMILIES IN 
MORE THAN 5 CLASSES IN HANDLED THROUGH THE 
EXTREME DANCER DISCOUNT FORM.  **Please follow 
instructions carefully.  Extreme Dancer Form 2021
DANCE FX Competition Teams are audition based classes 
for the competitive dancer.  Auditions will be held for 
dancers in August.  Students who have a successful 
audition will register for “team classes” and other required 
classes.  The team competes approx 3-4 times a year 
within the tri-state area. There are required classes 
for competition team members depending on the age 
group.  Competition dancers will have additional fees for 
Competition Registration due prior to each competition. 
DANCE FX GENERAL INFO

FX JR TUMBLE | COMPETITIONTEAM
FX SR TUMBLE | COMPETITIONTEAM 
Kayla Hostetter
Competition Team Members only. 
These tumble classes will work on perfecting current tumbling skills 
and front walkovers with an emphasis on standing back handsprings, 
back handspring layouts, valdez, ariels and other dance related acro 
skills and team performance tricks and/or combinations. Members will 
be able to work at their own level.

FX JR Tumble Tuesday, 4:45-5:30
FX SR Tumble Tuesday, 5:30-6:15
$190 ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX MINI | COMPETITIONTEAM
Kayla Hostetter
Competition Team Members only. 
Stylized competitive Hip Hop, Jazz and Lyrical choreography as 
time and learning speed permits. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in 
conjunction with FX Ballet for additional technique. Shoes & Cost: 
suntan Jazz shoes ($35) Hip Hop sneakers/boots TBD by Instructor 
($40). Competition classes will require a costume purchase for up 
to all 3 styles ($75-$95) for each style in addition to the competition 
shoes/sneakers. All Competition fees are parent responsibility and 
are not included in the class fee.  Competition registration will be due 
prior to each competition. Apparel for class: Comfortable dance attire. 

Wednesday, 4:30-5:30 pm
$225 ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly
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FX TINY | COMPETITION TEAM
Kayla Hostetter
Our DANCE FX TINY TEAM dance FX is a newly created competition 
team for our tiny superstars!  There will be one competition routine 
and one competition costume required. More information will be 
coming as new details are confirmed. There is an additional class 
requirement of Ballet 1 Tiny FX for each tiny team competition 
member.

Monday, 4:45-5:30 pm
$190 ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX MINI LINE | COMPETITION TEAM
Kayla Hostetter
This class is an acceptance of an additional competition routine. 
The line routine will be a combined contemporary style routine with 
performers from minis through senior’s. It will require an additional 
costume.  All returning mini team members that choose to accept this 
opportunity will then be competing in four different routines with four 
different costumes. Additional technique and strength work will be 
infused throughout the year.

Monday, 7:30-8:00 pm
$145 ($135 Members) | $36.25 Monthly

FX BALLET 1 | COMPETITION TEAM
Emily Antonio
An introduction to the art of Ballet focusing on choreography, 
technique and terminology. Pre-Requisite: Combo class Ballet and or 
age 7 with instructor approval.  This section is for team members of 
Dance FX Minis. Shoes & Cost: Stretch Ballet shoes ($30)
Apparel for class: Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15) & black leotard ($16-30)

Wednesday, 5:30-6:15 pm  
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX BALLET 1 TINY FX| COMPETITION TEAM
Holly James
An introduction to the art of Ballet focusing on choreography, 
technique and terminology. Pre-Requisite: Combo class Ballet and 
or age 7 with instructor approval.  This section is for team members 
of Dance FX Minis and/or instructor invite only. Shoes & Cost: Stretch 
Ballet shoes ($30) Apparel for class: Pink tights ($8 or 2/$15) & black 
leotard ($16-30).

Tuesday, 6:30-7:15 pm 
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX JR. JAZZ | COMPETITION TEAM (AGES 9+) 
Ashley Proietto
Competition Team Members only. 
Stylized competitive Jazz. choreography.  
Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with a Ballet and rec 
Jazz class for technique. Shoes & Cost: 2 pair of Half Soles $25 /
each (class and comp). Advanced Competition classes will require an 
additional costume purchase ($75-$95) in addition to the competition 
shoes/sneakers. All Competition fees are parent responsibility and 
are not included in the class fee.  Competition registration will be due 
prior to each competition. Apparel for class: Leotard and shorts or 
comfortable fitted dance attire. 

Thursday, 8:00-9:00 pm 
$225 ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly

FX SR JAZZ | COMPETITION TEAM (AGES 12+) 
Ashley Proietto
Competition Team Members only. 
Stylized competitive Jazz. choreography. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken 
in conjunction with a Ballet and rec Jazz class for technique.
Shoes & Cost: 2 pair of Half Soles $25 /each (class and comp)
Advanced Competition classes will require an additional costume 
purchase ($75-$95) in addition to the competition shoes/sneakers. 
All Competition fees are parent responsibility and are not included 
in the class fee.  Competition registration will be due prior to each 
competition. Apparel for class: Leotard and shorts or comfortable 
fitted dance attire. 

Thursday, 4:30-5:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly

FX JR. HIP HOP | COMPETITION TEAM 
Erica Hassler
Competition Team Members only. Stylized competitive Hip-Hop 
choreography. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with a rec 
Hip Hop class. Shoes & Cost: Specific Hip Hop Sneaker or boot per 
instructor (approx $65).  Advanced Competition classes will require an 
additional costume purchase ($75-$95) in addition to the competition 
shoes/sneakers. All Competition fees are parent responsibility and 
are not included in the class fee.  Competition registration will be due 
prior to each competition. Apparel for class: Comfortable dance attire. 
(regular athletic footwear for weekly class)

Thursday, 5:30-6:30 pm
$225 Semester ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly
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FX SR HIP HOP | COMPETITION TEAM
Erica Hassler
Competition Team Members only. Stylized competitive Hip-
Hop choreography. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with 
a rec Hip Hop class. Shoes & Cost: Specific Hip Hop Sneaker or boot 
per instructor (approx $65 Shoes & Cost: Specific Hip Hop Sneaker 
or boot per instructor (approx $65).  Advanced Competition classes 
will require an additional costume purchase ($75-$95) in addition 
to the competition shoes/sneakers. All Competition fees are parent 
responsibility and are not included in the class fee.  Competition 
registration will be due prior to each competition. Apparel for class: 
Comfortable dance attire. (regular athletic footwear for weekly class)

Thursday, 6:30-7:15  pm
$190 Semester ($215 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX ADVANCED SR  CONTEMPORARY | COMPETITION 
TEAM
Bria Walton
Competition Team Members only. Stylized competitive 
Contemporary choreography. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in 
conjunction with a Ballet and Rec Lyrical class for technique.
Shoes & Cost: 2 pair of Half Soles $25 /each ( class and comp)
Advanced Competition classes will require an additional costume 
purchase ($75-$95) in addition to the competition shoes/sneakers. 
All Competition fees are parent responsibility and are not included 
in the class fee.  Competition registration will be due prior to each 
competition. Apparel for class: Leotard and shorts or comfortable 
fitted dance attire. 

Monday, 7:15-8:00 pm
$190 Semester ($180 Members) | $47.50 Monthly

FX JR. LYRICAL | COMPETITION TEAM
Kayla Hostetter
Competition Team Members only. Stylized competitive Lyrical 
choreography. Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with 
a Ballet and Rec Lyrical class for technique. Shoes & Cost: 2 pair 
of Half Soles $25 /each ( class and comp). Advanced Competition 
classes may require an additional costume purchase ($75-$95). All 
Competition fees are parent responsibility and are not included in 
the class fee.  Competition registration will be due prior to each 
competition. Apparel for class: Leotard and shorts or comfortable 
fitted dance attire. 

Wednesday, 5:30-6:30 pm
$225 ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly

FX SR. LYRICAL | COMPETITION TEAM
Kayla Hostetter
Competition Team Members only. Stylized competitive Lyrical 
choreography.  
Pre-Requisite: Must be taken in conjunction with a Ballet and Rec 
Lyrical class for technique. Shoes & Cost: 2 pair of Half Soles $25 /
each ( class and comp). Advanced Competition classes may require 
an additional costume purchase ($75-$95). All Competition fees 
are parent responsibility and are not included in the class fee.  
Competition registration will be due prior to each competition.
Apparel for class: Leotard and shorts or comfortable fitted dance 
attire. 

Wednesday, 7:15-8:15 pm
$225 ($215 Members) | $56.25 Monthly


